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Introduction
Defaqto’s first guide to business protection in 2011 set out the
opportunities for financial advisers in this lucrative market and sought
to de-bunk some of the mystique that might be discouraging them from
getting involved.
In this market update, we reprint the technical
information and provide refreshed product and
provider data reflecting the changes in the market
since the last publication.
It provides encouragement to advisers not
previously active in this area of advice to explore
the opportunities available by setting out, in one
place, sufficient technical information to give the
uninitiated confidence, together with details of the
product solutions available and most importantly
the assistance that the various providers can give
them.
Business protection is an area of financial advice
that is overlooked, but one that represents an
opportunity for advisers to write more business
while addressing the needs of their corporate
clients. It is quality business characterised by
substantial sums assured and multiple policy sales.
Regular reviews of the client’s circumstances are
necessary, which presents further opportunities for
recurring business.
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Chart 1: VAT and/or PAYE based enterprises in the UK, 2015.
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According to the Office for National Statistics,1 the
number of VAT and/or PAYE registered businesses in
the UK rose from 2.36m to 2.45m (3.8%) in the year
to March 2015. Previous studies have shown that a
significant proportion of businesses have
unprotected corporate debt (51%) and 6 out of 10
business owners do not have shareholder 		
protection in place. So there is potentially a large
untapped market for business protection.
Two-thirds are corporate businesses and almost
one-third is sole proprietor and partnership
businesses. But 44.3% of the corporate businesses
are single employee limited companies, which
increased by 73,000 from 2014 to 2015. This means
that there are a significant number of businesses,
the financial viability of which rely on just one
person: a clear opportunity to write key person
cover.
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Additionally, there is a significant business
protection cover 'gap'. Research commissioned by
Aegon in October 2015, reveals that of the 17.57%
of clients that advisers believe have business
continuity needs (that is key person and corporate
debt protection), only 8.12% have cover in place, a
gap of 54%. Also, the research found that, in many
instances, the key person concerned is the owner of
the business; only 18% of cover is written on nonowner key people.

For business succession cover, there is a 60% gap
between those that need it and those that have
cover in place. This indicates a large number of
firms that might suffer disruption to their business
or may even have to cease trading if a key person,
shareholder or partner died.
For those advisers that have not yet investigated
this market, there is a wealth of material from
the providers to help them get started. Business
protection is less about products and more about
advice and real consultancy, plus the service and
support that providers active in this market can give
their advisers.
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Learning objectives
Reading this business protection market update, will enable you to:
•

Identify the main risks posed to businesses in terms of continuity and succession planning.

•

Describe how life assurance, critical illness cover and income protection insurance may be used
to address these risks.

•

Compare and contrast the various ways of calculating the value of a key person.

•

Describe the different ways of setting up life assurance and critical illness policies as they relate
to partner and shareholder protection.

•

Identify other product types and solutions that may be used to support corporate clients and
their employees.

•

Be aware of the product providers active in this market and the assistance that they are able to
offer.
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Overview
Business protection is simply life
assurance – and in some cases critical
illness cover – written on the life of
key people, partners or shareholders.
This protects the business against the
financial liabilities resulting from their
death or if they are diagnosed with a
serious illness.
There are broadly two types of business protection:
continuity planning that addresses events that could disrupt
the business’s ability to continue to trade and succession
planning that ensures the smooth transfer of ownership of
a business.

Continuity planning
•

Key person protection – a policy written on the
life of an employee who makes a significant
contribution to the profits of the business, for
example, a top sales person or a person with
valuable technical expertise

•

Corporate loan cover – safeguards businesses
against the premature death of a person who
has guaranteed a business loan or lent money
to the business

Succession planning
•

Shareholder/partnership protection – provides
the funds so that when a partner or shareholder
dies or exits the business as a result of serious
illness, the remaining partners or shareholders
can purchase their share of the business
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Additionally, the following products also have
important functions when advising corporate
clients:
•

Key person income protection – income
protection written on the life of the key
employee, but owned by the business to pay
for a stand-in or replace profits the employee
generated

•

Executive income protection – used to pay the
salary and related expenses of a senior member
of staff in the event of them being unable to
work

•

Relevant life plans – a tax-efficient way to
provide a single employee with death-in-service
benefits. Can be established for employees or
directors

The following sections describe these scenarios
in greater detail and set out the typical insurancebased solutions that can be used.
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A technical
overview
The technical information given here
is not exhaustive and is designed to
provide a general view of the principles
involved and the issues of which
advisers should be aware.
Advisers can source finer detail from their chosen protection
provider as it pertains to particular real life cases and use
their sample trust and agreement documentation, as
appropriate.

Key person protection
Businesses that rely heavily on the contribution of one or
more key employees are financially vulnerable if those
people die or can no longer work due to illness.
Key person protection is a policy written on the life of an
employee who makes a significant contribution to the
profits of the business, for example, a top sales person
or a person with valuable technical expertise. If such an
employee dies or is diagnosed with a critical illness, their
absence would severely affect the business financially.
Key person protection either pays out a benefit equivalent
to the profit the key person would have generated or
finances the hiring of a replacement member of staff.
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Calculating key person cover
In order to protect your client's business against
the loss of a key employee, it is necessary to
attach a financial value to the contribution to the
business of the person concerned. There are a
number of accepted methods for doing this. Most
are approximations of the key person's financial
contribution based on known financial indicators,
which are acceptable to the insurer for financial
underwriting purposes. It is accepted that it is not
completely straight forward to put a monetary value
on the contribution made by a key person. This is
one of the reasons why companies do not put in
place this important aspect of the risk management
of their business.
Actual impact
Possibly the most accurate, the actual impact
method, requires a detailed analysis of the key
person's value based on their contribution to
revenue. This is given by:
Loss of revenue
‒ Savings
‒ Payments
+ One-off costs
= Actual impact
Loss of revenue is that element of turnover
attributable to the key person
Savings include the key person's salary, bonuses
and profit share
Payments include money that the business
receives as a result of the employee's absence over
the period of loss
One-off costs can be eg recruitment fees.
In the case of a critical illness claim, these may
include benefits from a key person income
protection plan, for example. Many providers have
a calculator to help advisers assess the key person
cover required using this method.
Loss of profit
Key person cover can be calculated as a multiple of
the loss of profits due to the key person's absence.

The following amounts are generally acceptable to
providers:
Life cover:
Critical illness:

5x net profit or 2x gross profit
3x net profit

Salary multiple
A common method to use for employees is the
multiple of salary method. The sum assured is given
as a multiple of the key person's total remuneration
package.
Typically a multiple of 5 is used, but sometimes it
can be as high as 10. It is widely acknowledged that
a salary does not necessarily show a person’s true
value to a business, plus it will often be necessary
to allow for dividend payments and other forms of
remuneration in the overall calculation.
Arguably using this method is less suitable for
protecting against a loss of profits, because the
multiple is only loosely related to the key person’s
contribution to profit.
Proportion of payroll
In this method, the employee's contribution
to turnover is ascertained by reference to their
remuneration as a percentage of the total payroll
and multiplied by the number of years required to
recover from their loss.
Key person’s salary
÷ Total payroll
× Turnover
× Years to recovery
= Proportion of payroll
The accuracy of methods that rely on the salary of
the individual is dependent on their remuneration
being a true reflection of their worth. Employees
that are overpaid relative to others within the
business could be overvalued; shareholders
who may take a relatively low salary could be
undervalued.
Providers specialising in business protection will be
able to assist advisers with assessing the value of
key employees both from the perspective of their
own financial underwriting limits and in the most
appropriate way for the business concerned.
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Structuring the plan

Corporate loan cover

In the case of businesses that have their own legal
identity, for example, limited companies and limited
liability partnerships, key person cover is set up and
owned by the firm on a 'life of another' basis.

Business loan protection safeguards businesses
against the premature death of a person who
has guaranteed a business loan. Also, banks
sometimes make business loans on the basis of
the involvement in the business of certain key
employees. If such a key employee is no longer part
of the business, the bank may want the loan to be
repaid early. Additionally, it is common for directors
to make loans to their companies. Corporate loan
cover is similar to key person protection, but rather
than having to ascertain the value of the key person
to the business, the life cover is set up in the amount
of the outstanding debt. The policy will be set up
differently depending on whether the business is
a limited company or a partnership, as discussed
above. In the event of the life assured's death,
the benefit is used to repay the business loans
concerned.

For key persons who are directors of limited
companies, an alternative method is for the key
person to write a policy on their own life, but held in
trust for the other directors. In the event of a claim,
the directors can use the proceeds to compensate
the business for the loss of the key person. Typically,
for tax-efficient reasons, they would loan the
proceeds to the business in the form of directors'
loans.
In the case of a partnership that does not have its
own legal identity key person cover can be arranged
in one of two ways. For a partner of the business, an
own life policy held in trust for the other partners
is an effective way of compensating the business.
For employees of partnerships, one or more of the
partners would have to take out a policy on the key
employee on a 'life of another' basis. Where there
are a relatively small number of partners, they can
each effect a 'life of another' policy in an amount
proportionate to their loss if the key person were no
longer there.

Taxation and business protection
While beyond the scope of this guide, the selection
of product type will impact upon the conditions to
be met for corporation tax relief on the premiums.
The taxation implications for the company will
depend upon the solution, the type of plan chosen,
the reason for the cover and the relationship
between any key person and the employer.
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Succession planning

Life of another

When a shareholder or partner in a business
dies, their share of the business, for example,
company shares or their interests in the value of
a partnership, normally forms part of their estate
and passes to their beneficiaries. In the case of
a controlling partner or shareholder, this could
mean the direction and running of the business is
then dictated by people not hitherto associated
with it. They may not have the requisite skills
or they may be at variance to the remaining
shareholders/partners. To avoid this happening, a
legal agreement is put in place giving the remaining
partners or shareholders the right to purchase
the shares. Shareholder/partnership protection
provides the funds to execute the agreement.

In cases where there are just two or three
shareholders or partners, each takes out a series of
policies on each of the others’ lives for the value of
their shares of the business. If one of them dies (or
is diagnosed with a critical illness), the pay-out is
used to purchase the deceased’s share. A business
trust is not required, but this method is not suitable
for businesses with more than a few shareholders or
partners because the number of individual policies
required could make for too much complexity.

There are a number of common solutions.

Joint life first event policies
A less common approach is to use joint life first
event policies. For example, for three shareholders
or partners, each takes out a joint life policy on
the lives of the other two. This may be more costeffective as fewer polices are required overall.

Own life in trust
Each shareholder or partner takes out a life policy
on their own life for the value of their share of the
business, but held in a business trust for the other
shareholders or partners. If one of them dies (or
is diagnosed with a critical illness), the others
remaining receive the benefit through the trust
enabling them to buy the deceased’s share.
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Cross option agreements
A legal document, known as a cross option
agreement, should be drawn up to facilitate
the purchase of the share in the business of the
deceased individual.
A double option agreement is required for death
benefits. It obliges the deceased shareholder’s
beneficiaries to sell their shares if the other
shareholders want to buy them, and it obliges
the other shareholders to buy the shares if the
beneficiaries want to sell them. A single option
agreement is put in place for any critical illness
benefits. A critically ill shareholder may not want
to relinquish their shareholding, so the agreement
gives them the right to sell but does not give the
other shareholders the right to buy.
Business protection providers have draft documents
to establish cross option agreements. Advisers
should involve their clients’ lawyers in setting up
these arrangements.

Premium equalisation
If equal shares are held by a number of partners,
one might expect them to share the total premium
cost equally too. But this presupposes that they
are of a similar age and state of health. Premium
equalisation is required by HMRC to ensure that
each individual is contributing in proportion to the
potential benefit they will receive. Many providers
operating in the business protection space host a
premium equalisation calculator to help advisers
ascertain the fairest way of dividing the expense.
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Company share purchase

Limited companies

For business types constituting a legal entity, for
example, a limited company, a company share
buy-back arrangement can be put in place. On
the death or critical illness of a shareholder, the
company itself purchases the shares. The shares are
then cancelled, thereby increasing the value of the
remaining shares and thereby transferring the value
to the remaining shareholders. In such cases, the
company should insure the individual shareholders
for the value of their shares in order to finance the
purchase.

The Articles of Association and the Memorandum
of Association govern the setup of limited company
businesses. Any arrangements that are put in place
for share protection must be permitted by the
provisions of these two documents.

Automatic accrual
For partnerships that do not have their own legal
identity, share buy-back is clearly not an option;
however, automatic accrual arrangements are
sometimes used. On death, these arrangements
facilitate the transfer of the deceased partner's
interest in the business to the other partners. In
conjunction with this, each partner takes out a
policy on their own life. On death, the beneficiaries
receive the proceeds of the life policy instead
of the deceased's share of the business. These
arrangements are common in professional practices
where goodwill forms a major part of the value of
the firm.
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Valuing businesses for shareholder/
partnership protection
The valuation of businesses is a skilled task and it is
appropriate for advisers to work with their clients'
accountants or solicitors to agree an appropriate
value for business protection purposes. An adviser's
chosen business protection provider will be able to
give some broad guidance.
Advisers should be aware of the following ways in
which businesses are commonly valued.
Price earnings ratio (PER)
The net profit of the company is multiplied by the
PER to ascertain the value of the company.
Share price
÷ Earnings per share
× (Profits ‒ Corporation tax)

Valuing partnerships
In the case of partnerships, an estimation of
goodwill value agreed among the partners is one
method of valuation. However, a commonly used
method is to average net profits. A given number of
years is specified and the average value of profits
over that period calculated and divided among the
partners in proportion to their share of the business.

Key person income protection
insurance
Key person income protection is an income
protection insurance policy written on the life of the
key employee, but owned by the business. If they
are unable to work due to accident or sickness, the
monthly benefit can be used to employ a locum or
replace the profits that the employee would have
generated.

= Price earnings ration

Executive income protection
Dividend yield
The share price that investors would be willing to
pay can be ascertained by reference to the required
yield compared to the actual dividend.
Net asset value (NAV)

Executive income protection is used to pay the
salary and related expenses of a senior member
of staff in the event of them being unable to work.
Such a policy does not replace the loss to the
business that their absence may incur, however it is
a staff benefit and it could be argued that it relieves
the business of the burden of continuing to fund the
individual’s salary.

NAV may feature in the professional valuation of
a business, but it may not always be helpful on its
own. A company that has been in existence for a
long time may have a NAV significantly lower than
its market value because the assets have been
subject to depreciation.
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Relevant life plans

Individual requirements

A relevant life policy is a tax-efficient way to provide
a single employee with death-in-service benefits. In
essence, relevant life plans are set up under group
scheme rules, but, unlike most large employersponsored schemes, they are 'non-registered' and
consequently the benefits do not form part of an
employee's lifetime pension allowance.

Some employees may need more life assurance
than that offered by the main death-in-service
scheme. A relevant life plan can be set up alongside
the main scheme to achieve this objective.

Relevant life plans can be established for employees
or directors to benefit their dependents via a
discretionary trust. There are several types of clients
that would benefit from a relevant life plan.
High earners
Highly paid employees who have accrued a large
pension fund can be provided with death-in-service
benefits that don't contribute to their lifetime
allowance.

Tax efficiency
Premiums are paid by the business and are an
allowable deduction against corporation tax. There
is no liability for employer or employee National
Insurance on the premiums. The premiums are not
considered to be a benefit in kind so the employee
is not liable for income tax on them. Life benefits
can be paid tax free to the employee's beneficiaries
through a discretionary trust.
For more information on relevant life, see the
Defaqto case study defaqto.com/advisers/
resources/publications-list/relevant-life-case-study/

Small businesses
Small businesses may have insufficient employees
to warrant a group death-in-service scheme as most
schemes require at least five employees. Relevant
life plans can be set up for each of the employees in
a small firm.
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Products and providers
Business protection is more of a proposition than a separate product
type. Eight providers – Aegon, AIG Life, Aviva, Legal & General, LV=, Royal
London, Scottish Widows Protect and VitalityLife – have named business
protection products.
However, another six providers have products that can be used for business protection because they
can be written on a ‘life of another’ basis and can therefore be used for key person and shareholder
protection purposes; and some of these offer a high level of support for advisers writing
business protection cases.

Executive income
protection

Key person
income protection

Relevant life plan

Whole of life
(WOL) assurance

Stand alone
critical illness

Decreasing term
with critical illness

Level term with
critical illness

Decreasing term
assurance

Provider

Level term
assurance

Product coverage
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AIG Life
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Friends Life
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LV=



















Old Mutual Wealth 

















Partnership



















Royal London



















Scottish Widows
Protect



















Unum



















VitalityLife



















Zurich assurance



















Table 1: Product coverage
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Maximum benefits
Business protection often requires significant levels of cover, and therefore generous maximum benefit levels
are offered by the providers operating in this market. Those providers that are not geared up for business
protection may not have sufficiently high benefit levels for clients' needs. The table below shows those
providers that can be used for business protection and their maximum sums assured.

Provider

Life assurance
maximum sum
assured

Critical illness
cover maximum
sum assured

Key person income protection
Max benefit
formula

Max benefit
(£pa)

Aegon

no limit

£3m

2.5 times average
income or 75%
profits averaged
over last 3 years

£250k

AIG Life

no limit

no limit

not offered

not offered

Aviva

no limit
(WOL: £5m)

£3m

not offered

not offered

Canada Life
International

no limit

n/a

not offered

not offered

Friends Life

£10m

£5m

not offered

not offered

Legal & General

no limit
(WOL: £1m – £5m
dependent on age)

£3m (£2m for own
occ. TPD)

not offered

not offered

Lutine

£5m

n/a

not offered

not offered

LV=

£10m (WOL: £5m)

£3m

55% of income
(min £1.5k per
month)*

£150k

Old Mutual Wealth Fixed term: £4m –
£10m dependent
on age and term
Rolling term:
£4.5m – £18m
dependent on
age and term
WOL: £0.4m –
£10m dependent
on age

£3m

not offered

not offered

Partnership

no limit
(WOL: £15m)

n/a

not offered

not offered

Royal London

no limit

£3m

55% of earnings
before tax

£250k

Table 2: Maximum benefits (part A)

*LV= employs a benefit guarantee such that the monthly benefit is not lower than £1.5k per month unless a lower amount is chosen.
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Life assurance
maximum sum
assured

Critical illness
cover maximum
sum assured

Key person income protection
Max benefit
formula

Max benefit
(£pa)

Scottish Widows
Protect

£25m (£15m for
increasing cover)
(WOL: £25m)

£3m

not offered

not offered

VitalityLife

£20m

£3m

not offered

not offered

Zurich assurance

15 – 30 times
income dependent
on age (WOL: no
limit)

10 times income

60% of earnings
up to £45k and
33.33% thereafter

no limit

Provider

Table 2: Maximum benefits (part B)

Subject to medical and financial underwriting considerations, many insurers have no upper limit for life
assurance benefits, and £3m is a typical upper limit for critical illness cover (CIC).
In terms of key person income protection cover, the maximum is typically limited by both an overall
maximum annual benefit amount and a percentage of the key person's contribution measured by their
salary or attributable profits.
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Large case discounts
Some providers publicise the fact that they give a premium discount for large cases. This is a good starting
point when sourcing cost-effective cover. However, whether one of these products will be cheaper for clients
will depend upon how competitive their rates are in the first place compared to other providers.

Provider

Large case discount

Aegon

Assessed on a case-by-case basis

AIG Life

Price match

Aviva

On cases over £1m (CIC £500k)

Canada Life International

Not available

Friends Life

Not available

Legal & General

Not available

Lutine

On cases over £200k

LV=

On cases over £300k

Old Mutual Wealth

Not available

Partnership

Not available

Royal London

On cases over £100k

Scottish Widows Protect

Not available

VitalityLife

Assessed on a case by case basis

Zurich assurance

Assessed on a case by case basis

Table 3: Large case discounts
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Financial underwriting
The following section gives details of the main providers' financial underwriting requirements for life
cover and critical illness cover. Business protection providers typically have support staff specialising in
underwriting that can work with you to identify what evidence is required for specific cases. However, it is
prudent for advisers to have an understanding of what each provider normally requires in advance.

Summary of financial underwriting requirements
Provider

Financial questionnaire

Additional evidence

Aegon

£1.5m life; £850k CIC

£3.5m life; £2m CIC

AIG Life

£2.5m life; £1m CIC

£2.5m life; £1m CIC

Aviva

£1m life; £500k CIC

£3.5m life; £1.5m CIC

Friends Life

£1m life; £500k CIC

£2m life; £750k CIC

Legal & General

£1.5m life; £800k CIC

£2m life; £1.5m CIC

LV=

£2.5m life; £750k CIC

£3.5m life; £1.5m CIC

Old Mutual Wealth

£600k

£1.25m

Royal London

£2m life; £800k CIC

£3.5m life; £1.5m CIC

Scottish Widows Protect

£1m life; £500k CIC

£3.5m life; £1.5m CIC

VitalityLife

£1.5m life; £1m disability

£3m life; £2m disability

Zurich assurance

£2m life; £800k CIC

£3.5m life; £1.5m CIC

Table 4: Summary of financial underwriting requirements
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Aegon

AIG Life

For key person, partnership and shareholder
protection plans, Aegon does not normally require
a financial questionnaire for sums assured up to
£1.5m for life cover and £850k for critical illness
and total permanent disability (TPD) cover. Over
these amounts, a business protection financial
questionnaire is required. For sums assured over
£3.5m for life cover and £2m for critical illness and
TPD, additional evidence is required, namely, a copy
of the loan agreement, the last two years’ audited
accounts and a copy of the valuation report.

No additional evidence is required for life cover up
to £750k and critical illness cover up to £500k. For
cover in excess of these levels, AIG Life will make
decisions based on the system or underwriter
decision. Supporting evidence may be requested if a
decision cannot be made using the online answers,
for example, if the business has made a loss.

Key person income protection questionnaires
are required for all cases. In the case of executive
income protection, only cases over £60k per annum
require additional independent financial evidence,
such as pay slips or a P60.

For life cover over £2.5m and critical illness cover
over £1m, a signed business financial questionnaire
and copies of the last two years’ accounts are
required. Additionally, for corporate debt cover, a
copy of the loan offer or agreement is required; and,
for key person cover, a copy of the curriculum vitae
or service agreement.
In the case of key person critical illness cover over
£1m and all business life cover over £5m, individual
consideration will be given to the exact evidence
required. Individual consideration will be given to
critical illness cases over £2m. AIG Life allows up to
£2m of TPD or temporary disability (TD) cover on
an ‘own’ or ‘suited’ definition basis, including cover
from other providers. Additional TPD or TD cover up
to the critical illness level above £2m will be covered
on an activities of daily living basis (ADL).
AIG Life uses ‘intuitive’ questioning for higher sums
assured so that only questions directly relevant
to the cover are asked and the underwriter has
sufficient information so that in many cases a
decision can be made without further requirements.
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Aviva

Friends Life

For life cover up to £1m and critical illness up to
£500k (including that from other providers), no
further evidence is normally required.

For life only cover, Friends Life requires financial
evidence over £1m; also for critical illness over
£500k and income protection over £3,334 per
month. If an applicant is employed, Friends Life asks
for a P60 or copies of at least three payslips; if they
are self-employed, their last year’s self-assessment
tax return or copies of their reports and accounts
will be required.

Where total business cover in the market exceeds
life cover of £1m and critical illness cover of £500k,
a business protection financial questionnaire needs
to be completed.
Additional financial evidence is required where total
business cover in the market exceeds £3.5m for life
cases and £1.5m for critical illness cases, namely,
for loan cover, the loan offer letter or latest loan
statement for existing loans is required.
For established businesses – those with three years’
worth of business figures, accounts may not be
required unless life cover exceeds £6m or critical
illness exceeds £2m. Otherwise, Aviva requires
copies of all available accounts.

If cover exceeds £2m for life or £750k for critical
illness, the last three years’ reports and accounts
are required and the Business Covers Questionnaire
should be countersigned by a third party as follows:
key person – senior company official; loan cover –
lending manager or accountant; share protection
– full valuation from accountant detailing method
used.

The information can be collected over the phone for
life cover up to £3m and critical illness cover up to
£1m.
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Legal & General

LV=

No additional evidence is required for life assurance
up to £800k and critical illness cover up to £500k.
For applications over that amount, a simplified
financial information form is required, which
requests details of the applicant’s earnings, their net
worth, any existing cover and the profit attributed to
them in the last year if they are a key person.

Where the amount of life assurance cover
exceeds £2.5m and CIC exceeds £750k, a financial
questionnaire needs to be completed. For cover
in excess of £3.5m for life assurance and £1.5m
for critical illness cover, the declaration must be
countersigned by an independent professional third
party (for example, a solicitor, accountant or bank
manager). Three years’ reports and accounts will
also be required, or for newly formed companies,
the business plan. In all cases where a trading loss
has been recorded in any of the last three years,
reports and accounts will be required.

More detailed evidence is required in the form of
a Business Assurance Questionnaire signed by the
applicant for life policies in excess of £1.5m and
critical illness policies over £800k.
For life polices over £2m and critical illness polices
over £1.5m, additional requirements include two
years' reports and accounts and a copy of the
loan offer letter, where applicable. In the case of
shareholder/partnership protection, the Business
Assurance Questionnaire must be countersigned by
an independent third party. Critical illness cover is
limited to a sum assured of £3m, subject to these
financial underwriting requirements, or £2m where
an own occupation definition of disability applies.

Old Mutual Wealth
For sums assured in excess of £600k, a financial
questionnaire is required. For cases over £1.25m,
independent financial evidence is also required.
These limits apply to the total amount of the
same type of cover held with Old Mutual Wealth.
Sometimes Old Mutual Wealth may ask for evidence
below these levels. For key employee cover,
information may be needed to show how the sum
assured requested matches the key person’s worth
to the business.
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Royal London

Scottish Widows Protect

For life cover up to £2m and critical illness cover up
to £800k, additional financial evidence is not usually
required. Over these levels, financial evidence,
usually in the form of a financial questionnaire,
is required. For life cases over £3.5m and critical
illness cases over £1.5m, corroborative evidence is
required: audited accounts covering the last three
years, plus for loan protection, a copy of the offer
letter or loan/mortgage agreement; for key person
cover, proof of income (for example, a P60); and
for partnership/shareholder cover, sight of the
partnership or share purchase agreement.

No additional evidence is required for life cover up
to £1m or critical illness cover up to £500k. Over
these levels, simplified online underwriting is used
although those submitting a paper application will
also need to complete a financial questionnaire. For
life cases over £3.5m and critical illness cases over
£1.5m, independent evidence will be required and a
manual assessment undertaken.

For key person income protection, cases over £75k
per annum need a financial questionnaire and
cases over £100k per annum also require the latest
P60 or the last three payslips and audited accounts
covering the last three years.
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VitalityLife

Zurich Assurance

For life cover up to £1.5m and disability cover up to
£1m, just an application form is required. For cases
over these sums assured additional information
is required, namely, a full application with all the
relevant financial sections completed including
profit/loss figures. Additionally, for shareholder/
partnership protection, valuation records are
required and for loan protection, full details of the
loan and business figures.

For life cover up to £2m and critical illness cover
up to £800k, no financial evidence is needed. For
cover over these levels, a financial questionnaire is
required. Additionally, for life cover over £3.5m and
critical illness over £1.5m, independent evidence
is also required. This includes audited accounts for
the last three years. For key person cover, proof of
income from auditors or accountants is also needed.
For loan protection, it is necessary to provide a copy
of the offer letter or loan/mortgage agreement.
For partnership or shareholder protection, sight of
the partnership or share purchase agreement is required. These underwriting limits take into account
existing cover with Zurich, but only the cover for
each life, not the total for the business.

For life cases over £3m and disability cases over
£2m, supporting evidence will also be required in
the form of reports and accounts for the past three
years. For shareholder/partnership protection
cases, an independent valuation from a professional
source (for example, an accountant) will be required
instead of, or in addition to, the past three years’
accounts. For loan protection, a copy of the loan
agreement and the repayment schedule are
required together with the report and accounts.
Additional supporting evidence may be requested
for cover below £2m for new start-up companies or
companies making a loss, including a business plan
with projections and reports and accounts.

For key person income protection, a financial questionnaire and independent evidence are required for
all cases, including a P60, pay slip, P11D statement,
tax assessment and company accounts.
Zurich offers a large case service with 48-hour
turnaround of life and critical illness cases of £350k
or more, or income protection cases of £50k per
annum. For cases in excess of £1m, there is a 24hour turnaround, pre-planning and individual case
management.
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Premium rate structure
All providers that could conceivably be used for business protection purposes offer guaranteed premiums
rates for life and, where applicable, critical illness cover. Additionally, the majority also offer reviewable rates.
While with guaranteed rates the commitment is known at outset, reviewable rates could represent a more
cost-effective way of providing cover. Unlike personal protection, which is set up to run uninterrupted for
many years in most cases, business protection strategies typically will not run for long periods or may
be restructured early as and when business needs demand it. In such circumstances, it may be more
appropriate to select a reviewable premium, which will often result in lower overall cost to the business. A
reviewable premium offers lower initial costs and additional flexibility, albeit without the absolute certainty
of guaranteed rates.
Another option to consider is renewable term. Renewable term cover could be seen as a 'half-way house'
between guaranteed and reviewable rates. Policies that incorporate the option to renew the cover at the end
of the selected term, with a premium based on the age of the client at that time, can be used effectively in
the business protection context. The business protection need may be known to exist for a certain period of
time, but be unclear thereafter. Renewable policies can be set up to cover the known period and then if cover
needs to be extended, the option to renew can be exercised. Many providers offering a renewable option
offer cover for five years at a time, however two or three years can be a long time in business and the option
to set up shorter renewable contracts is a welcome one.

Provider

Guaranteed

Reviewable

Renewable

Renewal periods

Aegon

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

5 years

AIG Life

Life and CIC

Not available

Not available

Aviva

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

5 years

Friends Life

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

5 or 10 years

Legal & General

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Not available

Lutine

Life

Life

Not available

LV=

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Not available

Old Mutual Wealth

Life and CIC

Not available

Life and CIC

Partnership

Life

Not available

Not available

Royal London

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

Life and CIC

5 or 10 years

Scottish Widows
Protect

Life and CIC

Not available

Life and CIC

5 years

VitalityLife

Life and disability

Life and disability

Life and disability

5 years

Zurich assurance

Life and CIC

Not available

Life and CIC

1 – 25 years

10 years

Table 5: Premium rate structure
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Waiver of premium

Indexation

A number of the providers have the option to
include waiver of premium either at outset or at any
time during the course of the policy.

Many providers offer the option to include
automatic increases in cover based on the increase
in retail price index (RPI), average earnings increase
(AEI) or by a fixed percentage. While for personal
protection cases it is sensible to set up cover on an
increasing basis so that it maintains its value in real
terms, the issue is not so clear cut with business
protection. Business protection may be written for
shorter periods and should be subject to regular
review. Automatic indexation may not match the
need appropriately under these circumstances.
The increase in the value of shares in a business,
for example, may not increase in line with RPI.
However, a fixed percentage increase may be
consistent with a prediction of growth from the
client's accountants. An alternative strategy is to
write cover on a level basis and review it frequently,
utilising guaranteed insurability options to increase
cover to match the revised need.

Provider

Waiver of premium

Aegon

Option any time

AIG Life

Option at outset

Aviva

Option at outset

Friends Life

Option at outset

Legal & General

Option at outset

Lutine

No

LV=

Option any time

Old Mutual Wealth

Option any time

Partnership

No

Royal London

Option any time

Scottish Widows
Protect

Provider

Indexation

Option at outset

Aegon

RPI (max 10%)

VitalityLife

Option any time

AIG Life

Fixed 5%

Zurich assurance

Option at outset

Aviva

No

Friends Life

RPI (max 10%);
AWE (max 10%);
fixed 3% or 5%

Legal & General

RPI (max 10%)

Lutine

No

LV=

RPI

Old Mutual Wealth

5% or RPI (max 10%)

Partnership

No

Royal London

RPI (min 2%, max 10%);
fixed 2% – 5%

Scottish Widows
Protect

RPI

VitalityLife

RPI (max 10%);
fixed 2%, 3%, 4% or 5%

Zurich assurance

RPI (max 10%);
AWE (max 10%);
fixed 5% or 10%

Table 6: Waiver of premium

While for personal protection it is generally
accepted that waiver of premium is essential to
maintain cover and represents a staple financial
planning recommendation, there are a number of
factors that influence the decision to recommend it
for business protection.
First, if the insured's absence from the business
due to disability is potentially detrimental, it is
likely that key person income protection should
be put in place. Second, a lot will depend upon
how the business protection is structured. If key
stakeholders are taking out policies on their own
lives in trust for their colleagues, then waiver may
be appropriate to ensure the continuation of the
business plan in the event of their sickness or
disablement. If a business is taking out cover on its
employees, waiver may represent an unnecessary
expense. Clients should be made aware of the risks
of not having waiver if that is the decision.

Table 7: Indexation
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Relevant life plans
Ten providers offer relevant life plans now. Aviva is the most recent to launch a plan and controversially
included critical illness cover as an additional benefit. Hitherto, the view was that only life and terminal
illness benefits could be included in a relevant life plan.
The maximum sum assured under a relevant life plan is typically expressed as a multiple of salary that varies
with the insured’s age. Most range from 10 or 15 to 25 or 30 times salary. Some providers, for example LV=,
Royal London and Scottish Widows Protect additionally have an upper flat limit. Aviva has an upper limit for
critical illness cover.
All providers except Partnership incorporate the option to increase benefits in line with RPI so that the cover
retains its buying power. Aviva, Royal London and Zurich also have other escalation options. Providers
typically have suicide as a general exclusion within the first year.
All providers have guaranteed rates but only two offer reviewable premiums: Aviva and Vitality.

Maximum
benefit

Premiums
rates

Sum assured
indexation

Guaranteed
insurability

Terminal
illness

Aegon

10 – 30 x
salary

Guaranteed
only

RPI (max 10%)





AIG Life

15 – 30 x
salary

Guaranteed
only

RPI (max 10%)





Aviva

10 – 30 x salary
(max £3m CIC)

Guaranteed
and reviewable

RPI (max 10%);
fixed 3% or 5%





Legal & General

15 – 25 x
salary

Guaranteed
only

RPI (max 10%)





LV=

10 – 25 x salary
(max £10m)

Guaranteed
only

RPI





Partnership

not defined

Guaranteed
only

no





Royal London

15 or 20 x salary Guaranteed
(max £10m)
only

RPI (min 2%,
max 10%);
fixed 2%, 3%,
4% or 5%





Provider

Scottish Widows 10 – 30 x salary
Protect
(max £25m)

Guaranteed
only

RPI





VitalityLife

£10m

Guaranteed
and reviewable

RPI (max 10%)





Zurich
assurance

15 – 30 x
salary

Guaranteed
only

RPI (max 10%); 
AWE (max 10%);
fixed 5% or 10%



Table 8: Relevant life plans
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Support for advisers
In this section, we set out the help and support that each provider offers
advisers writing business protection cases.
•

In most cases, full suites of specimen documents are available from the providers' websites together
with application forms and supporting documents. Most providers have a full technical guide setting out
the principles of business protection and potential solutions

•

The websites have interactive decision trees and calculators to help advisers identify the correct solution
and to ascertain the levels of cover that may be required

•

Some providers have a specialist business protection team that is available for advisers to consult on
business protection cases
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Aegon
https://www.aegon.co.uk/advisers/protection/business-protection.html
On Aegon’s business protection site there is a toolkit containing video case studies, a range of sales aids dealing
with classic business protection scenarios, and a series of technical factsheets covering various aspects of trusts,
taxation and shareholder protection strategies.
The calculators section offers a liability audit calculator to ascertain the client’s business protection needs, a
premium equalisation calculator and a relevant life tax calculator.
There is also lots of technical business protection support in the Support section of the Aegon website which you
can search for or filter within the FAQ section using the relevant business protection options. There’s also a document library within the Support section of its website where you can search or filter the full suite of business
protection documents, including trust documents.
Business protection enquiries are handled within the account support teams, which provide end-to-end support
covering service administration and call handling.
Advisers can get help throughout the process from pre-sales. There is an underwriting helpline and advisers
have access to the process team and underwriters during the underwriting process. They receive regular updates. There is a large sum assured team that has the specialism and expertise required to deal with high net
worth cases.
Aegon’s team of expert Protection Development Managers can provide technical support to advisers in the business protection market.
Advisers can quote and apply for business protection online using Aegon’s secure online services, as well as
track pipeline cases.

Draft
agreements

Draft single option agreements
Draft double option agreements
Setting up trusts:
Business trust form giving the choice of governing law – covering England and Wales and the
law of Scotland
Declaration of trust for a Relevant Life policy
Bare trust (for automatic accrual and personal protection)
Flexible trust (for automatic accrual and personal protection)

Business trust
documents

Changing existing trusts:
Deed of appointment of additional trustees
Deed of appointment of beneficiaries by trustees
Deed of assignment to trustees – England, Wales and Northern Ireland
Deed of resignation as a trustee
Deed of removal of a trustee
Deed of assumption and conveyance and minute of resignation of trustees - Scotland

Decision
trees

None

Calculators

Premium equalisation calculator
Relevant life tax calculator
Business liability audit calculator

Specialist
team

There is a dedicated and experienced large sum assured team

Contact

Tel: 03456 00 14 02
Email: businessprotection@aegon.co.uk
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AIG Life
https://www.aiglife.co.uk/intermediaries/business-products
AIG Life’s website has a section describing the main types of business protection set out under the business
protection products that AIG Life offers: key person protection, business loan protection, share protection,
partnership protection and relevant life insurance. This information is clear and high level, but references AIG
Life’s Business Protection Adviser Guide for further detail.
The ‘Literature and Support Materials’ section of the site has full product details and support material for all
of AIG’s products including business protection. AIG provides a single and double option agreement to 		
complement its business protection solutions. It also provides an adviser guide and real time support to
assist with queries on its agreement documents. AIG provides a flexible business trust document, which can
be completed online, with no signatures required, or can be downloaded and completed as a hard copy.
There is also a business protection Guide to Trusts document provided and expert technical support to assist
in the completion of the trust document.
The site also offers a key person calculator, a premium equaliser calculator and a relevant life insurance
calculator.

Draft
agreements

Single and double option agreement

Business
trust documents

Online flexible business trust

Decision
trees

None

Calculators

Company valuation
Key person calculator
Premium equalisation

Specialist
team

A specialist business protection team comprising senior underwriters, technical experts and senior customer service agents.

Contact

Tel: 0345 600 6829
Email: adviser@aiglife.co.uk
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Aviva
http://www.aviva-for-advisers.co.uk/site/public/products/protection/business-protection
Aviva has set up a business protection micro-site on its adviser website. Its recently launched business
protection plans are supported on its online platform (ALPS) with the ability to quote, apply and track cases
online.
The site holds all Aviva’s product, promotional and explanatory literature. There are also links to specimen
agreements and trusts.
Aviva offers a bespoke service for high value cases in excess of £1m for life or critical illness cover of more
than £500k from its separate High Value team.

Draft
agreements

Double & single cross option agreements for partners
Double & single cross option agreements for shareholders

Business
trust documents

Partners of directors/shareholders trust
Discretionary trust for relevant life

Decision
trees

None

Calculators

Premium equalisation
Relevant life calculator

Specialist
team

Yes

Contact

Tel: 0845 366 6794
Email: lptech@aviva.co.uk
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Friends Life
https://advisers.friendslife.co.uk/products/individual-protection/business-protection/
Friends Life is undergoing a restructuring following its acquisition by Aviva, which has recently launched its
own comprehensive business protection proposition (see earlier). Friends Life continues to write business
protection, which remains part of the Protect+ proposition.
The business protection page on the website briefly describes the types of business protection Friends Life
offers and the literature section has further information on structuring the solution to the client's business
protection needs.
The Technical Guide outlines the different types of business protection and incorporates guidance on assessing the value of key persons, a customer guide to business covers, a guide to taxation and letter generation
templates. There are also two cross option agreements and two business trusts. The site also has a 'Trust
Selector', which follows decision tree methodology to help advisers identify the most appropriate documents
for their clients' circumstances and objectives.
Support for advisers writing business protection is offered directly by the Business Development Managers,
the Protection Account Managers, or directly with the underwriters to allow advisers to approach the individual with the correct degree of experience.

Draft
agreements

Two-way double option agreement
Combined double/single option agreement

Business
trust documents

All benefits into (whole) trust
A split trust that places only death benefits into trust

Decision
trees

Trust selector uses decision tree methodology to facilitate the selection of the most
appropriate trust

Calculators

Premium equalisation calculator

Specialist
team

No, support is offered directly by the Business Development Managers and Intermediary
Account Managers

Contact

Via local business development manager
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Legal & General
http://www.legalandgeneral.com/advisercentre/campaigns/business-protection/
The site provides information about key person cover, loan protection and shareholder protection and has a
full range of supporting literature, including specimen trusts and agreements. It provides access to a number
of calculators: a business valuation calculator, a key person calculator, a premium equalisation calculator
and a decreasing term calculator.
There are technical guides covering director and partner share protection, key person cover, relevant life and
company share buy-back.
The video presentations on the site include client and adviser case study testimonials and Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) accredited training videos for director and partner share protection, key person cover,
relevant life and an introduction to the market.
Legal & General operate a three-person specialist team that travels the country delivering CII accredited
business protection training to advisers. They also run Legal & General’s high net worth, business protection
and relevant life plan propositions.

Draft
agreements

Limited liability partnership cross option agreement

Business
trust documents

Limited liability partnership
Partnership protection
Director share protection
Business property will trust

Decision
trees

Loan protection
Key person cover
Shareholder protection
Relevant life plan

Calculators

Key person cover
Valuing a business
Relevant life plan
Premium equalisation

Specialist
team

Yes
Individual team members can be contacted directly:
Richard Kateley – Head of Specialist Protection
Tel: 07771 731551. Email: richard.kateley@landg.com

Contact

Stuart Halliwell – Market Development Manager
Tel: 07921 780658. Email: stuart.halliwell@landg.com
Emma Davies – Market Development Manager
Tel: 07525 666314. Email: emma.davies@landg.com
Robert Betts – Market Development Manager
Tel: 07912 304833. Email: robert.betts@landg.com
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LV=
https://www.lv.com/adviser/business-protection
The site has a full range of trust and agreement documents and a 1, 2, 3 step guide setting out the basics of
business protection. The site also has five calculators and a simplified decision matrix available online that is
to be replaced with a full decision tree in due course.
LV= operates a specialist business protection team providing underwriting support, answering technical
questions and providing dedicated training. The key benefits include direct access to the specialist business
protection underwriting team (who also provide support on pre-sale queries), proactive management of
cases, flexible medical examination, technical support and convenient tele-interviews.
LV= Business Care is available to a client as soon as they have taken out one of LV=’s business protection
products. LV= has partnered with a firm of solicitors to offer customers free access to legal advice via a business legal advice line (available 24/7). The service offers free advice on a number of business and commercial
related issues.

Draft
agreements

Shareholders cross option agreement
LLP members cross option agreement
Partners cross option agreement

Business
trust documents

Draft share protection trust for shareholders in a limited company
Draft share protection trust for members of a limited liability partnership
Draft share protection trust for partners in a partnership
Draft partnership key person trust
Relevant life cover trust deed

Decision
trees

Online decision matrix (full decision tree to be launched)

Calculators

Business valuation calculator
Business risk calculator
Relevant life cover calculator
Premium equalisation calculator
Key person calculator

Specialist
team

Yes

Contact

0800 032 3962
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Old Mutual Wealth
https://www.oldmutualwealth.co.uk/Adviser/platform-and-products/protection/Business-protection/
‘Business Protection Support Material’ has documents to help the adviser explore the various aspects of
business protection with their clients including key person, succession planning and corporate loan
protection. There are also flowcharts to help advisers ask the right questions of their clients for each of these
key areas and ascertain the right trust to use.
The guide Getting started in the business protection market is for those advisers taking their first steps into
business protection, and Protection for your corporate clients gives both practical and technical information.
Personal support to advisers is delivered via their Old Mutual Wealth consultant as the first point of contact.
There are also two helplines: a technical helpline for questions about trusts and setting up business
protection; and an underwriting helpline if the adviser needs to discuss a particular case before or after the
application.

Draft
agreements

Four cross option agreements; double and single, with and without a trust

Business
trust documents

Business specific discretionary trust (settlor excluded). Standard absolute trust can be
used as well

Decision
trees

Business loan cover – questions for your clients
Key person cover – questions for your clients
Partnership or shareholder cover – questions for your clients
Partnership or shareholder cover – trust selector

Calculators

Key person cover calculator
Premium equalisation calculator

Specialist
team

No, but the Life Technical Services team can cover all aspects of business protection, tax
and trust issues

Contact

Tel: 023 8072 6010
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Royal London
http://adviser.royallondon.com/protection/business
Following the rebrand of Bright Grey and Scottish Provident as Royal London, the business protection
proposition is now delivered through the new Business Menu Plan. The Pegasus Whole of Life plan remains
under the Scottish Provident banner for the time being.
The adviser website outlines the various business protection scenarios and identifies the Royal London
product solutions. There is a full range of technical guides in the ‘Protection literature library’. The helpful
links section give sample approach letters and a business protection planner with sections on how to identify
opportunities, how to find and recommend the right cover and how to structure the plan.
There are a full range of business protection related calculators and decision trees and a video library,
including content on relevant life and business protection. A trust decision tree is in progress.
Business protection support is delivered via the adviser’s case manager or via the protection enquiries team
on 0345 6094 500, or via email at protectionhelp@royallondon.com. There is a separate email address for
pre-underwriting enquiries. A specialist tax/trusts team is available via the email given below.

Draft
agreements

Specimen cross option agreement – individual purchase
Specimen cross option agreement – company share purchase
Deed of assignment
Deed of appointment of a beneficiary

Business
trust documents

Business trust
Deed of appointment and assignment – business trust
Deed to remove settlor as a discretionary beneficiary – business trust
Relevant life policy trust and nomination forms
Relevant life policy trust – deed of appointment and assignment
Deed of appointment/retirement of trustee forms
A guide to bypass trust and sample bypass trust wording
Deed of appointment (Absolute)
Split trust and split trust for joint life, first event (discretionary & bare)
Gift trust and split trust for joint life, first event (discretionary & bare)
Relevant life policy trust – deed of appointment and assignment

Decision
trees

A decision tree is available on the website
Parental responsibility flowchart sales aid

Calculators

Business protection calculator
Equalisation calculator
Relevant life calculator
Inheritance tax calculator

Specialist
team

Yes – tax/trusts support

Contact

Tel: 0345 6094 500
Email: protectionhelp@royallondon.com
protection.techsupport@royallondon.com
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Scottish Widows Protect
http://www.scottishwidows.co.uk/extranet/products/protection
Scottish Widows re-entry into the protection market sees the launch of Scottish Widows Protect with its 		
dedicated business life and critical illness products.
A full range of trust documents, technical guides and sales aids is available within the literature tab on the
adviser extranet, and a range of calculators is available under the ‘Business Protection Tools’ section.

Draft
agreements

Business option agreement draft

Business
trust documents

Flexible gift trust (discretionary)
Flexible trust (split trust)
Fixed gift trust
Absolute trust (split trust)
Relevant life cover trust
Business trust

Decision
trees

Trusts decision tree
Underwriting outcomes tool
Definition of disability indicator tool

Calculators

Relevant life policy calculator
Business valuation calculator
Key person calculator
Premium equalisation calculator

Specialist
team

New and existing business and underwriting (Case Management Team)

Contact

Tel: 0345 030 6240
Email: protect@scottishwidows.co.uk
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VitalityLife
https://www.vitality.co.uk/life/adviser
VitalityLife’s adviser site offers information about the main types of business protection cover and relevant
life plans. The resources section offers a business protection decision tree, a mortality risk calculator and
relevant life plan tax calculator. The BP Connect Tool is an email marketing tool to help advisers generate
more leads.
The literature library has a full range of guides for various aspects of business protection, including the 		
various trusts employed, and a full range of sample trust and agreement documents. There is also a good
range of case studies.
In terms of personal support, advisers can approach their VitalityLife Business Consultant. Additionally, for
high net worth cases, the Prestige Service gives direct access to a team of in-house experts, an enhanced
medical service experience for clients and prioritisation of cases. Cases with a minimum monthly premium
of £350 or minimum life cover of £1.25m or £500k disability cover for business qualify for the Prestige Service.

Draft
agreements

Cross option agreement for share purchase
Cross option agreement for the purchase of combined business assets
Option agreement for a share purchase on disability
Option agreement for purchase of business interests on death
Option agreement for purchase of business interest on disability
Option agreement for the purchase of combined business interests

Business
trust documents

Business trust
Partnership trust
Spousal bypass trust for business interests
Relevant life policy discretionary trust

Decision
trees

Business protection decision tree

Calculators

Mortality risk calculator
Relevant life policy calculator

Specialist
team

Prestige service for high net worth cases

Contact

Tel: 0845 6027 457
Email: lifehnwadmin@vitality.co.uk
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Zurich Assurance
https://www.zurich.co.uk/zurichintermediary/solutions-and-services/business-protection/
Zurich does not have a named business protection contract, but is active in the business market.
On Zurich’s intermediary extranet site, under the ‘How to Talk About’ tab there is a business protection
adviser guide, a client facing sales aid and a professional connection letter pro-forma.
There is a business protection animation describing business protection. There is a section on relevant life,
a relevant life calculator and a full range of business protection documents.
The following link describes Zurich’s comprehensive business protection tool and provides a link to
download it.
https://www.zurich.co.uk/zurichintermediary/solutions-and-services/business-protection/advisertools
The tool is designed to guide the adviser through the sales process from fact-finding to placing business.
The tool includes technical guides on different areas of business protection, notes and pointers on using the
tool, calculators for key person cover, payment equalisation and redundancy cover, plus a library of Zurich
literature and documents.
Zurich has a Large Case Underwriting service to help maximise new large case business for cases over £350k
(£50k for income protection). For cases of £1m or a monthly premium of £250, Zurich provides a 24-hour
turnaround, a pre-planning service, pre-application medicals, individual case management by expert large
case underwriters and a choice of own doctor or flexible private medical.

Draft
agreements

Draft double option agreement
Draft option agreement for purchase on critical illness
Draft double option agreement (including spousal shares)
Draft option agreement for company share purchase
Draft option agreement for company share purchase on critical illness

Business
trust documents

Draft business trust
Draft spousal bypass trust for business interests

Decision
trees

The Business Protection Tool includes decision trees and calculators

Calculators

Key person cover calculator
Premium equalisation calculator

Specialist
team

No, but the Life Technical Services team can cover all aspects of business protection, tax
and trust issues, and large cases are dealt with by large case underwriting team

Contact

Tel: 0500 546 546 or via local contact
Email: uw.preapp.enquiry@uk.zurich.com
Email: largecaseunderwriting@zurich.co.uk
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Learning objectives
Having read this business protection market update, you should be able to:
•

Identify the main risks posed to businesses in terms of continuity and succession planning.

•

Describe how life assurance, critical illness cover and income protection insurance may be used
to address these risks.

•

Compare and contrast the various ways of calculating the value of a key person.

•

Describe the different ways of setting up life assurance and critical illness policies as they relate
to partner and shareholder protection.

•

Identify other product types and solutions that may be used to support corporate clients and
their employees.

•

Be aware of the product providers active in this market and the assistance that they are able to
offer.
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Test yourself for CPD
In order to assess your knowledge having studied this publication, why
not work your way through the following questions? All the answers can
be found within the content of this publication. Guide answers are given
overleaf.
What insurance products can be used to reduce the impact of the absence of a key person from a
business?
1

How can the benefit from a key person income protection policy be used to maintain business
continuity?
2

Apart from key person cover, how else are insurance products used to protect business continuity?
3

Describe the high level principles of shareholder protection.
4

5

Which of the following means of succession planning is unsuitable for businesses that don’t have
their own legal identity?
a) Own life policy written under a business trust
b) Life of another policy
c) Company share purchase
d) Automatic accrual arrangement
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What rights and obligations are afforded shareholders by a double cross option agreement?
6

7

What type of cross option agreement is appropriate for use with critical illness cover?
a)
Double option
b)
Single option
Is relevant life a business protection product?

8

Why is financial underwriting particularly significant for business protection cases?
9

Why is premium equalisation necessary when writing shareholder protection?
10

This Business protection guide is accredited by the CII/PFS and CISI for up to 45 minutes of structured
continuing professional development (CPD).
Name
Signature
Date
CPD time recorded
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Specimen answers
1

Life assurance, critical illness cover and income protection insurance written on the life of the key
person for the benefit of the business.

2

The benefit can be used by the employer to hire a locum or to replace the lost profits attributable to
the absent employee.

3

Life assurance can be written on the life of someone who guarantees a corporate loan or has lent
money to facilitate the repayment of the loan should they die.

4

A legal agreement affords the remaining shareholders the right to purchase the deceased
shareholder’s shares. A life assurance policy provides the funds to execute the agreement.

5

c) as there are no company shares.

6

The remaining shareholders have the right to buy the deceased shareholder’s shares if they want to
and they must buy them if the deceased’s beneficiaries want to sell them.

7

b) a critically ill shareholder may not wish to relinquish their shareholding; a single option
agreement gives them the right to sell, but does not give the other shareholders the right to buy.

8

No, relevant life is a tax-efficient and cost-effective means for a firm to provide death-in-service
benefits for individual employees and, while it’s beneficial to the business it does not address
continuity or succession planning risks.

9

Generous underwriting limits are apposite when writing high net worth cases; for reasons of
insurable interest, it is important to establish the appropriate level of cover for life of another cases.

10

The shareholders may not all be the same age or enjoy the same good health, and it is therefore not
fair to simply divide the total premium cost equally among them.
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Send us your feedback
Your feedback is extremely important to us and we would be grateful if, after completing this publication, you
would take a few minutes to complete a short survey. Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence
and the results of this will help the development of future
publications.
The survey can be accessed at:
snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=144610976149
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About Defaqto
Defaqto is a provider of independent financial product and fund
information and ratings focused on providing intelligence to support
better decision-making.
At our heart is the UK's largest retail financial
product and fund database. We maintain it by
collecting data from across the whole market, and
using our expertise and insight to analyse this data
and make it comparable.
From this, we create a range of products and
services, ratings, software solutions, consultancy
services, data services, and publications and events
to deliver this information in a meaningful way.
Our intelligence facilitates better financial
decisions and greater effectiveness in the creation,
management and distribution of financial products.

Defaqto Engage: benefit from an end-to
end investment solution
Adviser software Engage now offers compliant risk
profiling and fund selection in addition to the
integrated and independent product, fund and
platform data.

Panel support
We provide a one stop shop solution to support
advisory businesses’ panel construction and
maintenance requirements - based on our uniquely
large and broad base of in-house knowledge and
expertise and market-leading data (supported by
Engage).
We help strengthen your client adviser proposition
by creating a panel to meet your business 		
requirements (no matter how niche) and help you
manage regulatory risk through developing
repeatable processes to maximise your control over
the advice process.
Our approach also creates cost and time savings by
enabling efficient distribution of your panel across
your business - via Engage - giving advisers a
solution they can use with clients easily and quickly.
For more information visit defaqto.com/advisers/
solutions/panel-support/

Define and document your client’s investment risk
profiles by agreeing their attitude to risk, required
return and capacity for loss. Then select suitable
funds for your clients by:
•

Using Defaqto Risk Mappings and choosing
a fund from a range of risk-rated risk-bound
multi-asset solutions

•

Selecting single-asset funds to meet Defaqto
target asset allocations

•

Building your own fund portfolios to match
investment strategies at firm or individual level

For more information, or to arrange a free
trial, visit defaqto.com/advisers/solutions/engage
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Looking for an expert in business
protection? Speak to Aegon
Our experience and expertise with business protection means that support is something
you’ll never be short of. We’ll make sure you’re heading in the right direction to develop
professional connections, identify opportunities and find suitable clients. And we have
the tools and solutions to help you meet all your clients’ needs.
So, let the experts in the field guide you through the business protection market.

Visit aegon.co.uk/businessprotection

For financial advisers only. Aegon is a brand name of Scottish Equitable plc. Scottish Equitable plc, registered office: Edinburgh
Park, Edinburgh EH12 9SE. Registered in Scotland (No. 144517). Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority
(FSA register number 165548). An Aegon company. www.aegon.co.uk © 2016 Aegon UK plc
*Source: Aegon/So Here’s the Plan - High net worth & business protection adviser research, October 2015
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